Gertrude is worried about
getting a disease she heard
her mom and her mom's
friends talk about. Luckily she
knows just what to do to avoid
getting it and shares her idea
with her friends. What lands
the three girls in the Principal's
office?
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Gertrude is a girl who loves to play with her friends,

They play dress up, and pirates, and hope
the time together never ends.

One of their favorite things to do as they gather,
is to play hairstylist and pretend to wash their hair and lather.
After that they put barrettes and ribbons in their hair,
Something they’ve seen their
moms do for a fancy affair.
It was one such day that
set their course awry,
in the salon with Gertrude, her
mom, and her stylist Janell Fry.

The women sat in the chairs,
also getting their nails clipped,

while Gertrude sat
waiting, holding her
drink as she sipped.

Before, she hadn’t paid much attention to what they were saying,
but something made her listen as their tails were swaying.
The ladies were talking about a disease you can get,
and it really made Gertrude very upset.
It is something only a cow can pick up,
“A sickness called Bangs disease,” she mumbled into her cup.

Lisa Baker has been teaching music and theater for over

13 years. She has always enjoyed writing, starting with her high
school creative writing class, which has mostly been a pastime
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lives in Southern California with her husband of 25 years. They
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Corinne Grant is an artist living on the North Shore of Massachusetts.

Though she is currently studying to become an occupational therapist, she
originally studied painting at a small liberal arts college in New England. Illustrating
a children’s book has been a bucket list item of Corinne’s since she first started
drawing and was thrilled to have the opportunity to help imagine little Gertrude
and her adventures.
Corinne loves historic New England architecture and spent some time learning
carpentry and painting homes. She tries to incorporate architectural details in her
work as well as the beautiful landscapes seen through many walks.
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